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Janusea’s Kyle Stutzman to Speak at CUNA Technology and 
Operations Councils Conference on Leveraging Fintech Partnerships 

 
Houston, TX – September 12, 2022 – For credit unions, today’s fintechs offer a unique opportunity to 

adapt to all the changes in both the business ecosystem and consumer behavior. To help educate credit 

unions in these areas, Janusea CEO Kyle Stutzman (also Co-founder of Pure IT Credit Union Services) will 

be a featured speaker at the 2022 CUNA Technology Council and CUNA Operations & Member 

Experience Council Conference (September 21-24, Las Vegas). Stutzman will speak on: “A Beautiful 

Relationship: Leveraging Fintech Partnerships to Enable Credit Union Growth.” 

 

During his presentation, Stutzman will share insights on the current fintech landscape, today’s cultural 

challenges, the integration challenges, and the path forward together, addressing questions like: 

• How can we leverage fintechs to better serve our members? 

• What are opportunities to leverage real-time data to enable better service delivery and product 

offerings? 

• How can we bridge the integration and partnership gap of working with fintechs?  

This will include an open discussion highlighting success stories and attendees will leave his session 

armed with the ability to layer their technology strategy with business objectives and specific areas to 

consider in their strategic plan, which – more than likely – will include a fintech partnership or two in the 

future. 

 

“The opportunities are limitless when you unlock the power of a fintech partnership for a credit union,” 

Stutzman says. “Your member service and community engagement depend on your ability to adapt to 



 

changes in the business and consumers. Fintechs most definitely offer a unique opportunity to meet this 

challenge.” 

 

About Janusea: 
Janusea, Inc. fills a technology gap in the community financial institution space, connecting credit unions 
and community banks with today’s innovative fintech solutions. Many fintechs cannot communicate 
with a financial institution’s legacy core system. Janusea is the connection between these two worlds via 
a fully-hosted platform delivered securely using the cloud. Ultimately, Janusea provides community 
financial institutions with speed to market, free choices to work with the best solutions, and sustainable 
API integration. For more information, visit janusea.com. 
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